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The books, recommended for ages 12-18, meet the criteria of both good quality literature and 

appealing reading for teens.  

The list comprises a wide range of genres and styles, including contemporary realistic fiction, 

fantasy, horror and science fiction.  It is not meant to be viewed as a definitive selection. 

There is a separate list for non-Irish authors. 

All are available in the St. Andrew’s College Library. 

Black, Benjamin ( pseudonym of John Banville) The Quirke Mystery Series (Christine 

Falls, Elegy for April, The Silver Swan, A Death in Summer and Vengeance).  

The pathologist and detective anti-hero, Quirke, works in 1950s Dublin at Holy Family 

Hospital.  In a series of atmospheric murder mysteries he seeks to uncover the truth about 

apparent suicides, altered death certificates, child abuse and church corruption. 

The novels have been made into TV films. 

The series would be suitable for senior students. 

http://www.ctsd.k12.nj.us/summer-reading/


Boyne, John. The Boy In The Striped Pyjamas 

Nine-year-old Bruno knows nothing about the Holocaust. His family has moved from a 

comfortable home in Berlin to a house in a desolate area where there is nothing to do and no 

one to play with.  There he meets Shmuel, a boy who lives on the other side of a wire fence 

and who, like the other people there, wears a uniform of striped pyjamas. 

Colfer, Eoin. Artemis Fowl Series.  

A 12 year old criminal mastermind plots to restore his family’s fortunes with a little 

kidnapping and corruption.  Fairy Kidnapping to be more precise! 

The other novels in the series are stocked in the Library.  The graphic novel adaptation of 

‘Artemis Fowl’ is also available. 

Colfer, Eoin. Airman.  

Historical fantasy set in 19th century Ireland at the dawn of aviation.  Conor Broekhart 

overhears a plot to murder the king, but is discovered and then framed for the murder.  Sent 

to prison in a high tower, Conor uses his knowledge of flying to create a machine that will 

help him escape 

Conlon-McKenna, Marita. Under the Hawthorn Tree.   

Ireland in the 1840s is devastated by famine.  When their parents die, Eily, Michael and 

Peggy are left to fend for themselves. Starving and in danger of being sent to the workhouse, 

they escape. Their one hope is to find the great aunts they have heard about from their 

mother. They set out on a journey that will test their strength, love and loyalty. 

The Library stocks the other novels in the ‘Children of the Famine’ series.  

Crossan, Sarah. The Weight of Water.  

Irish author Sarah Crossan’s first novel is written entirely in verse.  It tells the story of a 

young girl called Kasienka who comes to England with her mother, to seek her father who 

left and abandoned them.  It is about immigration and alienation and trying to fit in with 

people who judge you on appearance without getting to know the real you and the person 

inside. 

Donoghue, Emma. Room. 

Jack has never been outside. He lives with his Mother in a single room.  He is a happy, smart 

5-year-old, but his Mother knows that the time has come to escape. 

This book would be suitable for senior students. 

Dowd, Siobhan. The London Eye Mystery.  

Ted and Kat watch their cousin get on the London Eye, but he doesn’t get off with everyone 

else.  The police are unsuccessful in their search, so Ted (who has Asperger’s) and Kat follow 

a number of clues across London to find Salim. 



Solace of the Road, A Swift Pure Cry and Bog Child would be suitable for senior students. 

Doyle, Roddy. The Barrytown Trilogy (The Commitments, The Snapper, The Van)  

This very funny trilogy tells of the adventure of the Rabbite family from Dublin. "The 

Commitments" traces the rapid rise and even more rapid fall of Jimmy Rabbite Jr's unusual 

soul band. In "The Snapper", Sharon's pregnancy sparks off intense speculation among her 

friends and family, but she is determined to reveal the identity of the father in her own time. 

"The Van" is set during Ireland's 1990 World Cup attempt, follows the fortunes of Jimmy Sr 

and his friend Bimbo as they launch their travelling fish'n'chip shop on an unsuspecting 

Barrytown. 

 

The series would be suitable for senior students. 

Another suggestion is his most recent novel A Greyhound of a Girl which deals with death, 

love and loss. 

Finn, Mary. Anila’s Journey.  

When Anila Tandy's guardians, the Hickeys, decide to leave Calcutta, they ask her to 

accompany them, but she refuses to go just in case her long-gone Irish father returns as he 

promised many years ago.  Anila is left to fend for herself in the city.  She applies for a 

position that is clearly not meant for her. But the talented “Bird Girl of Calcutta” has never 

shrunk from a challenge. The voyage up the Ganges might be just the thing to help Anila in 

her search for her father, missing for years and presumed dead. 

The story is set in eighteenth century colonial India.   

Fitzgerald, Sarah Moore. Back To Blackbrick 

Cosmo's brother died when he was ten years old. His mum works all the hours God sends and 

Cosmo lives with his grandparents. They've been fun days as his Grandfather buys him a 

horse and teaches him all he knows about horses. But the good times come to an end as 

Cosmo realises his Grandfather is losing his mind. His Grandfather gives him a key to 

Blackbrick Abbey and urges him to go there. Cosmo is dropped off at the crumbling gates of 

a huge house. As he goes in, the gates close, and when he looks back they're padlocked.  

Cosmo finds himself face to face with his grandfather as a young man, and questions begin to 

form in his mind: can Cosmo change the course of his family's future? 

Fitzpatrick, Marie-Louise. Dark Warning 

Taney has the gift of second sight.  She knows that she must keep her gift a secret.  Teased 

and isolated by the local children for being strange, as Taney grows older, she has more and 

more questions. Why is her father so terrified of her gift? What happened to her mother?  

Then she meets the mysterious Billy. Charming and attentive, Billy is the first person with 

whom she can simply be herself; with whom she can share her strange burden. 



But then the visions come and as Billy begins to withdraw further into himself, Taney must 

ask herself who to trust - her only friend, or the visions that torment her dreams? 

This would be suitable for senior students. 

Flegg, Aubrey.  Wings over Delft (The Louise Trilogy)  

Louise Eeden belongs to a wealthy Dutch family.  When her father commissions a famous 

artist to paint her portrait, she reluctantly agrees.   But lately things have started to move too 

fast in her life. Somehow everyone believes she is engaged to Reynier de Vries; a marriage 

that will bring about the merger of two respected businesses. In the studio with Master 

Haitink and his gangly apprentice, Pieter, Louise unexpectedly finds freedom to be herself. 

But someone has been watching her every move, and her deepening friendship with Pieter 

has not gone unnoticed. Behind the scenes, a web of treachery and deceit is gradually 

unravelling.  Will there be another surprise for Louise?  

French, Tana. In The Woods.  

When he was twelve years old, Adam Ryan went playing in the woods one day with his two 

best friends. He never saw them again. Their bodies were never found, and Adam himself 

was discovered with his back pressed against an oak tree and his shoes filled with blood. He 

had no memory of what had happened.  

 

Twenty years on, he is a detective in Dublin.  He's changed his name. No one knows about 

his past. Then a little girl's body is found at the site of the old tragedy and he is drawn back 

into the mystery. Knowing that he would be thrown off the case if his past were revealed, 

Rob takes a fateful decision to keep quiet but hopes that he might solve the twenty-year-old 

mystery of the woods.  

 

The Library stocks her other novels. 

These would be suitable for senior students. 

Heaney, Seamus. District & Circle 

His beautiful lyrical poems observe the small details of the everyday life. He received the 

Nobel Prize for Literature 1995 "for works of lyrical beauty and ethical depth, which exalt 

everyday miracles and the living past".  What more can we say? 

 

Beowulf: A New Verse Translation 

Beowulf is an epic poem which tells of a hero’s triumphs as a young warrior and his fated 

death as a defender of his people. The poem is about encountering the monstrous, defeating 

it, and then having to live on, physically and mentally exposed in the exhausted aftermath.  

 

 



Kiely, Kevin.  A Horse called Eldorado.  

The guerrillas come and destroy Pepe’s idyllic life at the edge of the rainforest in Columbia.  

Pepe and his mother must flee and he is forced to leave his favourite horse behind.  His Irish 

grandparents offer him a home, but can thirteen-year-old Pepe go on his own to a strange, 

cold land? And what future awaits him there? More importantly, will he ever have the chance 

to ride his beloved horses again? 

 

Kiernan, Celine. Into The Grey  

A fast moving novel of supernatural possession, loss and the bond between twins. 

After their grandmother accidentally burns the family home down, twin brothers Patrick and 

Dominick move with their parents and baby sister to a small cottage by the sea. The family 

has spent many a happy summer there but never a winter – and against a backdrop of howling 

storms and wild seas, the haunting of the twins begins... 

This would be suitable for senior students.   

Kinsella, Sophie. Finding Audrey 

Audrey can't leave the house. she can't even take off her sunglasses inside the house.  Then 

her brother's friend Linus stumbles into her life. With his friendly, orange-slice smile and his 

funny notes, he starts to entice Audrey out again - well, Starbucks is a start.  And with Linus 

at her side, Audrey feels like she can do the things she'd thought were too scary.  Suddenly, 

finding her way back to the real world seems achievable.  Audrey learns that even when you 

feel like you have lost yourself, love can still find you . . . 

Kinsella, Thomas (translator). The Tain.   

Epic tale from the 8th century Ulster cycle describing Cuchulainn’s adventures.     

This is also available in a graphic novel version.  

Landy, Derek. Skulduggery Pleasant.   

Skulduggery Pleasant is a wise-cracking detective, powerful magician, master of dirty tricks 

and burglar.  Surprisingly, he’s dead! 

The series is available in the Library. 

McGann, Oisin. Merciless Reason. (The Wildenstern Saga)  

Nate Wildenstern has been on the run for the past three years, but he is about to discover that 

the murderous Wildensterns cannot be hidden from forever... His megalomaniac and 

extremely dangerous cousin Gerald has been advancing his research into intelligent particles, 

with the intention of creating the ultimate engimal. Can Nate return to the Wildenstern estate 

incognito, and take his revenge upon Gerald? 

 



The Library stocks many Oisin McGann novels. 

O’Connor, Joseph. Star of the Sea.  

The ‘Star of the Sea’ leaves Ireland for New York in 1847.  Disguised among the hundreds of 

fleeing emigrants is a murderer.  The twenty six day journey will see some lives end, while 

others are renewed.  

Beautifully written! 

This novel would appeal to senior students. 

Parkinson, Siobhan. Maitrioisce.  

Mara receives a matrioshka doll for her birthday.  However, one of the dolls is missing.  Mara 

and her friend go looking for it and make a discovery. 

Ursceal as Gaeilge 

Something Invisible - Eleven-year-old Jake likes thinking, encyclopedias and football. And 

fish. Although he's not so sure about everything else--especially girls, or little sisters, or 

stepdads. But an unlikely friendship with eccentric Stella Daly helps him figure out some of 

it. That is until a tragedy changes everything, even the way he thinks about himself. 

Something Invisible is a warm and quirky, sharply observed story of family, friendship, 

loyalty and loss. 

Scott, Michael.  The Alchemyst (The Immortal Secrets of Nicholas Flamel 1) 

Nicholas Flamel was born in Paris in 1330.  Nearly seven hundred years later, he is 

acknowledged as the greatest Alchemyst ever.  It is said that he discovered the secret of 

eternal life.  He died in 1418.  But his tomb is empty and Nicholas Flamel lives.  The secret 

of eternal life is hidden within the book he protects - the Book of Abraham the Mage.  It's the 

most powerful book that has ever existed.  In the wrong hands, it will destroy the world.  And 

that's exactly what Dr. John Dee plans to do when he steals it.  Humans won't know what's 

happening until it's too late. And if the prophecy is right, Sophie and Josh Newman are the 

only ones with the power to save the world and they are about to find themselves in the 

middle of the greatest legend of all time. 

 

The Library stocks the series. 

Stoker, Bram. Dracula 

The Clontarf  born author’s book is regarded as a horror masterpiece. 

Jonathan Harker travels to the Carpathian Mountains to finalise the sale of Carfax Abbey to 

Transylvanian noble Count Dracula. Little does he realise that Dracula is one of the Un-

Dead; a centuries-old vampire who sleeps by day and stalks by night, feasting on the blood of 

his helpless victims. Dracula follows Jonathan back to England where he sets his sights on 

Jonathan's beloved Mina. To stop Dracula's evil plans, Jonathan and the legendary vampire 



hunter Van Helsing, embark on an adventure for which even their worst nightmares have not 

prepared them.  

Also available in graphic novel format. 

Thompson, Kate. The Last of the High Kings (The New Policeman Trilogy)  

This is a wonderful fantasy story.  Jenny doesn’t go to school one day, rambling about the 

mountainside instead.  There she meets a ghost guarding a pile of rocks.  When 

archaeologists arrive to excavate it they run into trouble.  What’s going on? 

You might also enjoy Creature Of The Night  

Toibin, Colm. The Blackwater Lightship.  

Set in Ireland in the 1990s, it tells the story of the Devereux family. Helen doesn't get on with 

her mother (Lily), and Lily doesn't get on with her mother (Dora). The women are forced 

together when they discover that Helen's younger brother, Declan, is dying from an AIDS-

related illness. 

Beautiful writer in the mould of Joseph O’Conor and William Trevor. 

This novel would be suitable for senior students. 

Trevor, William.  The Story of Lucy Gault. 

In 1921, 8 year old Lucy plots to keep her family in Lahardane, Cork.  Her plan backfires 

with disastrous consequences.   

One of the best short story writers in the world! 

Webb, Sarah. Ask Amy Green: Boy Trouble 

Thirteen year old Amy Green has a lot to juggle: handling her divorced parents, minding her 

messy baby siblings and navigating the snobby popular cliques at school. So when her cool 

but crazy seventeen-year old aunt Clover lands a job giving advice for the teen mag The 

Goss, Amy jumps at the chance to help out as her sidekick. However, Clover, doesn’t just 

want to answer readers’ letters, she wants to solve their problems . . . personally.  The two 

come up with some clever schemes that bring happiness to many unhappy girls. But when 

Amy falls for the cute but aloof boy in her art class — and her own friends start snubbing her 

big-time — can she find a way out of her own dilemma? 

Whelan, Gerard.  The Guns of Easter.  

A gripping adventure story set in the turmoil of Dublin during the 1916 rebellion.  Twelve-

year-old Jimmy Conway sees it all as glorious and loves the British Army for which his 

father is fighting. But when war comes to his own streets Jimmy's loyalties are divided. The 

rebels occupy the General Post Office and other parts of the city, and Jimmy's uncle is among 

them. In an attempt to find food for his family, Jimmy crosses the city, avoiding the shooting, 



weaving through the army patrols, hoping to make it home before curfew. But his mission is 

not easy and danger threatens at every corner. 

The Library also stocks A Winter of Spies and War Children. 

 

Wilkinson, Sheena. Grounded.   

Declan loves Seaneen, but his ambition to work at a top showjumping yard is stronger than 

anything he’s ever felt before.  So when Declan is offered his dream job in Germany, he 

should be thrilled.  But he’s terrified: leaving Seaneen's harder than he expected; gangster 

Cian won't leave him alone, and when he finds a nervous, damaged horse in a derelict barn, 

he knows he has to help her.  ‘Grounded’ is a gripping story of courage, fear, despair and joy; 

the sequel to the award-winning ‘Taking Flight’. 

 

WHAT SHOULD I READ NEXT????      Try www.whatshouldireadnext.com 

 

Would you like to recommend your favourite authors and books to other students?   

Speak to Miss Ryan and she’ll include them for you. 

 

http://www.whatshouldireadnext.com/

